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Executive Summary

Throughout the study, the paper seeks to reflect on an enlightened management

approach to be targeted by Customs administrations in defining its clear role to

serve it's clients in a consultative, rather than autocratic behaviour

Customs, being challenged by the apparendy contradicting objectives of enforcing

laws, and at the same time posing minimum obstacles to legitimate trade, has to

maintain the balance between control and facilitation

In context of the Customs being a major contributor to government revenues in

almost all of Africa, the rapidly changing world trade environment, coupled with

bilateral and multilateral trade negotiations and market access measures, has

excessively reduced dependency on tax revenues, and somehow shifting the

Customs role to a complexity of facilitation as well as revenue earning tool

In an attempt to reform Customs and enhance its efficiency, the study outlined

objectives and goals to be achieved on basis of certain activities to be performed A

methodology of diagnostic trends was used and self-help techniques was viewed as

a primary element support and utilize the foreign assistance

Reflected in the ever-changing and inconsistent governments priorities and

contradicting practices, Customs administration of today is faced with political as

well as technological pressures Corruption practices, lack of transparency, ln-

predictability and lack of professioncy are all factors impeding growth and

development To address, most consistently, these problems the study sets out

some solutions in the form of proposals to restructure Sudan Customs and ports to

an autonomous and more flexible authority

To maintain the nght balance between the ever-increasing expenditure and growth

of the economy, the study foresees the use of a new structure and modern

technology, as well as merging and unifying services departments an acceptable

approach to increase efficiency and productivity

Along with the high qualifications and skills as prerequisites for recruitment and

advancement of staff members, factors like loyalty, pnde, integrity, code of conduct

and professionalism are also seen as measures of remuneration and commitment to

job



Definitive Objective

The design and development of a Customs modernization model that could be used

for trade facilitation and revenue enhancement is becoming an ultimate priority of

today's modem Customs systems The successful development of such a model will

provide a formal framework for analyzing economic development in African

countries, permit to trace the transformation mechanisms of various pobcy actions

in the region, and make implementation for policy targets easier

As a first step towards the achievement of this objective, this paper provides a

proposal on the process and methods of a new Customs model building I must

emphasize at the outset that it does not attempt to provide a comprehensive review

of the literature on the rules and regulations, rather than outlining the major

methodologies that have been adopted by other countries in forecasting and policy

evaluation exercises so as to lay the foundations for a modern style framework that

may be feasible Furthermore, it is intended to elicit responses and provoke

discussion to enrich the scarce literature on Customs and ports, and it is my hope

that it would also be useful to researchers, in other institutions, saddled with the

responsibility of developing a model for revenue forecasting and growth in the

African countries

It is, in recognition of these measures, that this study attempts to accommodate

indicators of reform and modernization of Customs procedures and

administrations In so doing, and to directly target the objectives, the author tried to

articulate part of the subject in the form of strategies, mechanisms and plans driven

from outputs to be achieved Thus, this part consists of nine objectives, each

comprising senes of activities as prerequisites for reform It also touches on

literature of fiscal policies and measures for institutional support Information and

communication technology, as well as tariffs and their impact on trade are also

considered Part two of the paper is written as a proposal in such a way that it

reflects a new concept of establishing an autonomous authority with considerable

flexibility in decision-making In the same context it attempts to unify and merge

the separate agencies of Customs and ports into an integrated authority, not only to

improve the services by reporting to a single government agency and to better

adapting to new trends in international trade, but also to increase the efficiency by

combining common functions such as personnel and administration



Introduction

"The simplification and harmomsation of Customs systems and procedures is a

primary objective for all Customs administrations The introduction of modem

processing methods reduces the burden of official procedures on all those involved

with importing and exporting, thereby promoting international trade At the same

time Customs resources can be deployed more efficiendy to provide more effective

controls, without holding up legitimate trade "

Most large organizations today develop a Business Plan which incorporates a

Mission Statement, a clear set of corporate objectives and strategic plan for

achieving them Beside the revenue aspect, enhancing and cohering with

international trade is becoming an important role of the Customs administrations
i

1 Customs, as an agency of government, has as its primary function the execution of

1 government policy Therefore, although the responsibilities of Customs are basically

i the same in every country, it would be wrong to assume that there is uniformity or

consistency in the emphasis placed on the discharge of these responsibilities For

i some governments, especially those in developing countries, Customs are the

! principal revenue collectors For others, Customs form the front line in the fight
! against drugs or are key implementers of trade policy

Customs plays a key role in international trade Every international trade transaction

« involves at least two Customs interventions, one at export and one at import It is

clear therefore, that the manner m which Customs conducts its business has a

substantial impact on the movement of goods across international borders

'The environment in which Customs operates is changing rapidly Successive

GATT Rounds and WTO bilateral and multilateral trade negotiations on tanff cuts

have reduced the importance of Customs duties as contributors to national budgets

New challenges however have been presented to Customs The volume of goods

being traded has increased dramatically More rapid methods of transport have

emerged which address the speed of delivery required by many industries The

' Part of a statement delivered by james Shaver, Secretary General of the World

Customs Organization (WCO) in the UNCTAD Trade Efficiency Symposium -

Columbus - Ohio, October 1994



scope of Customs activities has been broadened into areas as diverse as intellectual

property rights, toxic wastes and endangered species "2

The demands by planning authorities for a faster flow of, and more accurate

statistics and projections have put many Customs authorities into the data

processing business These factors, coupled with calls for greater facilitation from

traders and demands tor greater community protection, have ensured that the

typical Customs administration of today is faced with a very complex task

The interventionist nature of Customs functions inevitably place Customs services

at odds wilh commercial operators whose primary goal is rapid delivery of their

merchandise

Perhaps the greatest challenge facing Customs today is to reconcile the apparently

contradictory objectives of enforcing government regulations while dt the same time

posing the minimum obstacle to legitimate trade This is, in a very real sense, the

dilemma which faces every and each Customs authority world-wide Greater use of

information technology has helped More emphasis on professional training for

Customs staff has also contributed The implementation of ask management

techniques has focused attention on more productive targets for intervention

Framework: Objectives, Outputs and Activities

Objective No. 1: Strategic Planning and Coherent

Administration

"Modernization of Customs to fulfill its new jnti demanding role with an

enlightened management approach must be a target Today's Custom■> management

needi 10 hive a clear appreciation of Customs role in its broader sense There must

be an understanding of who Customs clients are and how best they can be served

Consultation rather than autocracy should be the preferred structural approach

Where such structures do not exist, meas.aes should be taken io develop them "3

Output 1.1

Customs administrations have to steer their procedures through radical changes in

nuhLc concern and global trading They must manage the ever-increasing

7 "CnGtC™5 ivole <n ^'ciM Trade Liberalization - The Columbus Declaration -

October 1994"

3 'The Columbus Declaration - October 1004"



complexity and levels of transactions with static or ever-decreasing resources As

essential instruments of national and international policy, they are expected to strike

and maintain the nght balance between control and facilitation by reforming and

modernizing their management methods and operational procedures This output

can be enacted as follows

Strategy and mechanism

Activity I I 1

Entry assessing the beneficiaries readiness to begin a programme of modernization,

preparing them for the next stages and determining resources including funding

Activity t I 2

Diagnosis and Planning applying self-help techniques, analyzing the beneficiary's

environment, objectives and problems, identifying solutions and internal and

external assistance needs, and setting plans for improvements

Activity I I 3

Implementatiorr drawn on the wide range of available financial, human and technical

assistance, the beneficiary will implement plans based upon the identified needs

Activity 1 1 4

Evaluation measuring the cost - effectiveness of the programme as identified in the

previous stages

The benefits from the above stages should include

better responses to government fiscal, trade and public protection

policies,

optimal use of technical assistance and training resources based on

sound organizational needs analysis,

improved revenue collection,

increased detection, seizures and successful prosecutions, and

simplified external trading through improved market access based on

reduced costs and reliable, rapid deliveries



Output 1.2

Customs administration of today is faced with external political, economic,

technological, socio-cultural and financial pressures This is reflected, mteralia, in

the ever-changing and sometimes inconsistent governmental priorities and possible

misallocation and contradicting practices of the Customs goals, the increase in trade

volume and the high demand for efficiency in delivering the goods, the

sophisticated global data processing, partisan and institutional pressures, and the

need to collect the appropriate revenue regardless of the implications on the

community, the exchange rate problem, fraud , smuggling and illegal funds transfer

Customs is also faced with internal conflicting measures On the legal side there is

need for certainty and stability as a firm base for operations, in the area of

procedures and system there is always lack of uniformity in application

Organizationally Customs of today often fail to achieve the mission goals and lack

co-ordination Overstaffing has become a worrying feature and resulted in

escalation of expenditure In the area of financial and technical resources there is

always lack of effective financial management, planning and accountability as well as

appropriate allocation of human resources

With regard to automation and communication Customs need to shift from the

traditional methods of performing its task to introducing and thus implementing the

latest systems of automation for Customs procedures and integrated management

information systems

Strategy and Mechanism

Activity I 2 I

Realizing that the African Customs administrations invariably functioned as

government agencies with the sole objective of collecting revenue, and are governed

by the procedures established in line with dated Customs laws, and as such could

not cope with the growing volume and complexity of trade activity and pattern,

Moreover, in many cases the low remuneration for Customs officers exposed them

to the tremendous temptation for corruption This is the more so in cases of

contraband, smuggling and fraudulent, especially considering the changing pattern

of international trade Added to dus is the complexity arising from international

trade negotiations and the challenges that they posed to Customs structures and

procedures All this called for the establishment of a new and efficient system to

serve the prevailing magnitude of international commodity exchange



Considering these facts, the phenomena of shifting the Customs from government

solely owned agency to an autonomous authority managed by board, proved to be

the most suitable solution This had been successful in Zambia where the "Zambia

Revenue Authority" has been established Similar success was achieved in Tanzania,

Ethiopia, Kenya, Malawi, Zimbabwe, and Uganda (See the case study on Sudan -

Annex II)

Objective No 2: Customs Formalities and Technical

Assistance Required

i Prior to the introduction of the trade liberalization programme, Customs principal

focus was on revenue collection and on ensuring that only licensed goods were

I imported Trade facilitation was not a priority objective Today, with a move away

from a closed economy, Customs collection, though still remains a priority,

> however, facilitated trade now has a higher profile than in the past and a new

emphasis on the collection of external trade statistics is seen as a key factor in the

economy, thus contributing to the management of the trade liberalization

' programme Moreover, due to escalating transaction volume of trade, the old

I manual regime came under severe strain and it became clear that a new form of

i modernization should be introduced

Output 2.1

Customs authorities should urgently examine their existing practices and institute a

! programme of reform for those procedures that are identified as inefficient or

| redundant Reference should be made to international conventions on Customs

I simplification, harmonization and standardization This should be undertaken with

national trade and transport interests to ensure full co-ordination of earner, port

, and Customs control

i

The lack of efficient and transparent trade-related services such as transportation,

banking and insurance, telecommunications or business information is a major

v impediment to the integration of developing countries and some economies in

transition into international trade, and poses a formidable nsk of exclusion from,

and challenge, to the merging global economy

l

' Also, outdated procedures, as well as multiple, non-standardized documents, result

in additional costs and unnecessary delays to the movement of goods The lack of

co-ordination among the many parties to a trade transaction, and of appropriate

methodology for transparent discussions between public and private sectors
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regarding the simplification of procedures, documentation and excessive

regulations, inhibit exports and increase die cost of import

Many preferential schemes introduced in the past few decades by developed

countries were meant to assist African countries in integrating into the global

economy, but, unfortunately utilization of these schemes has not been encouraging

Strategy and Mechanism

Activity 2 I 1

When providing technical assistance and training it should be emphasized that

gained management of the professional skills should not be allowed to lose

momentum, else they will fall back to old local practices and standards This should

be handled through successive refreshing courses and continuous diagnostic

evaluation of the training and how the technical assistance is being practised

Activity 2 1 2

It should be ensured that human, financial and technical resource assistance being

provided by international donors is highly co-ordinated and strategically utilized It

should by no means lead to duplication, confusion and non-transference of skills

Activity 2 1 3

The international Conventions such as "The Columbus Declaration", "The Kyoto

Convention", "The Preferential Rules of Ongin" and The WTO Valuation

Agreement - Article IIV of the GATT Agreement 1994" etc should all be fully

understood and implemented Relations with international organizations such as the

World Customs Organization (WCO) and its specialised committees, World Trade

Organization (WTO), United Nabons Conference on Trade and Development

(UNCTAD) and International Trade Center (ITQ should be maintained and

strengthened

Activity 2 I 4

The analytical work on the simplification of trade procedures, and the challenges

and opportunities facing Africa in these areas are pursued



Activity 2 I 5

Transport and communication infrastructure that facilitates trade of African

countries, especially LDCs, Islands, Landlocked and transit developing countries,

are to be developed through adequate financial and technical assistance

Activity 2 1 6

In implementing the recommendations adopted by the United Nations

International Symposium on Trade Efficiency (UNISTE) in the areas of transport,

customs, transit, trade points, banking and insurance, the critical needs of African

countries should be fully taken into consideration in order to ensure access to both

physical network and the services of these schemes

Objective No. 3: Information Technology (IT)

The biggest contribution to facilitanve Customs procedures could be made through

the proper application of Information Technology (IT) Indeed not only should IT

permit Customs formalities to be completed much more quickly, bur also act as a

catalyst for the reform of existing inefficient procedures since an essential part of

the task of automation involves a fresh look at current working methods With

many Customs administrations having developed their own application systems or

implementing a generic Customs system such as UNCTAD's ASYCUDA, the

situation in clearance should improve

With the use of automation in Customs, attention has to be focused on another

aspect of IT-ie the merging of computer technology with communications

technology which provides an opportunity to speed up the international trade

transaction and to eliminate some of the paper work that accompanies the

movement of goods

3.1 Output 1

Customs authorities should make maximum use of information technology to assist

them in the performance of their duties Computer applications for the Customs

processing of their commercial and financial transactions should be developed

Consideration should be given to implementing UNCTAD's ASYCUDA

programme for Customs computerisation and reform Computer interfaces (aimed

at using UN/EDIFACT data interchange standards) which allow for the electronic

submission of manifests, goods declarations etc should be developed and made

available for traders
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Strategy and Mechanism

Activity 3 I I

To improve their performance customs authorities should grasp and maximise the

use of the Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) system and offer the trader the

option of submitting their Customs declarations in electronic format rather than on

paper

Activity 3 1 2

The use of internationally accepted technical standards in EDI are critical and

important for the future success of the procedures Customs administration should

dwell on that and introduce these standards

Activity 3 I 3

Customs administrations are recommended to use the programme of action

developed to establish a transport logistics information system called the Advance

Cargo Information System (ACIS) It is a computer-based system tracking transport

equipment and cargo, based on high-powered software developed by UNCTAD,

using computer and telecom equipment It extensively reinforces the sub-regional

integration because, it enables all operators who belong to the system to

communicate - through modes and interfaces - over borders the vital information

which is required by them to improve transport efficiency This, will also reduce the

costs of the carnage of goods because ACIS, as a management tool, provides the

required data to operators, enabling them to make full use of existing infrastructure

and equipment capacity Such accumulated data, on a sub-regional scale, will enable

macro-economic transport planning to foster the optimal modal distribution

patterns

Activity 3 1 4

It is also recommended that Customs use the 'TortNet system" which Links all

shipping and forwarding agencies with Customs, the port authority, transport

organizations and government statistics, and enables electronic links with other

major ports in the world to provide shipping and cargo information well in advance

of a ship's arrival "PORTNET provides a single user-friendly interface by which

information regarding port documentation, planning, operations and finances can

be obtained and sent by the local and overseas maritime community PORTNET
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I on Windows is a new version moving from an intranet-based to an internet-based

j electronic commerce framework "4

i

Activity 3 I 5
»

Integrated Management Information System (IMTS), Local Area Network (LAN)

I and Wide Area Network (WAN) are efficient systems that the Customs

administrations should benefit from in connecting their processing devices and in

interchanging their data

; Activity 3 I 6

Direct Trader Input (DTI) facility should also be introduced to enable Customs

agents to key in their declarations in the system from their own premises

Objective No 4 : The Transit Procedure, the TIR

Convention and the African Road Transport Union (ARU)

It is generally recognized by the international community that land-locked

developing countries face additional problems resulting from their geographical

location and that additional international support needs to be mobilized

accordingly Land-locked countries incur additional transport costs, not only

because of their relative remoteness from world markets, but also because of many

other constraints related to access to sea ports through the foreign territory of the

transit states There is thus need for action by the land-locked countries and their

transit neighbours to improve the movement of transit cargo along the transit

corridors 5

United Nations Economic Commission for Europe (ECE), on request from the

World Customs Organization (WCO) has developed the '"Customs Convention on

International Transport of Goods under cover of TIR Cornet - TIR Convention, 1975" This

Convention has proved to be one of the most effective international instrument

produced under the auspices of the ECE To date, it has more than 60 Contracting

Parties, including the European Community (EU) It covers the whole of Europe

and reaches out to North Africa and the Near and Middle East

4 'Torts Newsletter - Version No 18 - November 1998 - UNCTAD"

5 "Transit Traffic for Landlocked Developing Countries" P 27 of "Technical Co

operation for Trade and Development Programme" - UNCTAD
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UNCTAD, in its report on "Trade and Development^998" indicated that "in 31 out

of 43 countries m sub-Saharan Africa, freight costs on imports were 50%

higher than the average for developing countries, and for 14 of those

countries they were more than double"

The International Road Transport Union (IRU), which has members in (lie five

continents, is a private sector agency It was established not only to defend the
interests of the road transport industry, but also to serve the common good of the
people and economies of the partiapants by facihtatmg the transport of people and

goods across the borders

COMESA, in Africa has also prepared the "COMESA YELLOW CARD" which is

a regional motor third party liability insurance scheme

The objective, in the context of the above programmes, is to urge to implement,

and to provide the African countries with the appropriate - according to their

requirements - technical assistance to facilitate for the African private sector to join

the international Road Transport Union (IRU), in the form of an African Road
Transport Union (ARU), and the Customs administrations to sign the TIR
convention Besides, since the transit module is a complementary process to

safeguard the transport of goods under the provisions of the TIR Convention,

guaranteed by the TIR carnet and the yellow card insurance scheme, eventually, it

becomes a priority and a crucial scheme to introduce to the region

Output 4 1

♦ To assist governments in land-locked countries and their transit

neighbours in improving the legal, administrative, commercial and

policy framework for an efficient operation of the transit traffic

system, and

♦ To build up and implement an efficient advanced cargo information

system that will support the operation of the transit system

Strategy and Mechanism

Activity 4 I I

Streamlining of transit documentation and procedures and strengthening the

institutional machinery to implement recommendations made
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Activity 4 i 2

Formulation and implementation o f bilateral transit agreements designed to

improve transit operations

Activity 4 I 3

Improvement of the road, rail and port operations related to transit traffic

Activity 4 1 4

Carrying out feasibility studies that are designed to provide data required for the

financing of capital projects in the transit transport sector

Activity 4 I 5

Providing an Advanced Cargo information System (ACIS) designed to track cargo

flows along transit corridors

Activity 4 1 6

Support the pnvate transport sector to form the African Road Transport Union and

*he Customs administrations to sign and contract the TIR convention as well as die

COMESA Yellow Card

Objective No. 5: Tax Structure Reform

Tax reform strategy should aim at simplifying and rationalizing tax and tariff

structures and making greater use of broad-based consumption taxes, such as a

modern VAT with, ideally, a single tax rate in the 15 - 20 percent range, a threshold

to exclude small businesses, and the broadest possible coverage of goods and

services

Reform strategies should also seek to modernize tax and Customs administrations,

keeping in mind, however, that such institutional reforms take time to produce

needed revenue gains
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Output 5.1

The nse in revenue from international trade taxes, is not necessarily inconsistent

with structural reforms of the tax systems Programmes designed to raise revenue

over time should take account of administrative constraints

Strategy and Mechanism

Activity 5 I 1

Introduction of a single rate VAT, and focusing on simplifying and rationalizing the

tanff structure is recommended as an initial tax policy reforms

Activity 5 1 2

On the administrative side, improvements including implementation of effective

collection methods, establishment of large tax-payers units, introduction of modem

audit procedures, and broadening of the tax-base axe highly recommended

Activity 5 I 3

The combined effect of tariff reductions on final goods (produced), small tariffs on

inputs and duty drawback is an area of a balanced consideration

Activity 5 1 4

Institutional reforms, to stand a greater chance of succeeding, should be based on

adequate institutional diagnosis and design, including assessment of the interest

groups affected and the ability of top leaders to mobilize support for the reforms

Activity 5 I 5

Shifting the tax system from reliance on trade to reliance on domestic transactions

and income and harmonizing taxes on inputs and exempting non-traditional

exporters from paying duties
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Activity 5 I 6

Eliminating all quantitative import restrictions, prior import deposits, non-common

import tariffs and charges and applying similar principals in designing export taxes,

and not using differential exchange rates to discriminate against regional trade 6

\ Objective No. 6 : Tax Administration Reform

The essential elements required for successful tax administration reform is to

include

\

1 ♦ an explicit and sustained political commitment,

♦ a team of capable officials dedicated to tax administration reform,

♦ a well-defined and appropriate reform strategy,

♦ relevant training for staff,

♦ additional resources for the tax administration, and

1 ♦ changes in incentives for both tax payers and tax administrators

Output 6.1

Tax administration reform must strive to enhance both its effectiveness and

efficiency

Strategy and Mechanism

f

Activity 6 I I

Promotion of tax-payer self-assessment, provision of tax-payer education and

adoption of procedures for minimizing the cost of compliance

Activity 6 1 2

%

i Implementation of systems for tax accounting that quickly detect non-compliance

and take appropriate actions, and establishment of an audit plan to detect violations

' as efficiently as possible and adequate penalties for this violation

6 From "Harmonizing Tax Policies" , an article by Yalcin M Baran - the World

Bank Pre-working Papers — Catalogue pf Numbers 1 to 400 - P 131
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Output 6 2

Characteristics ofa Desirable tax System 2

The characteristics of a desirable tax system represent a blend of both

macroeconomic and microeconomic considerations A tax system responsiveness to

GDP growth and its revenue-generating capacity are the priority Of the

characteristics are

Activity 6 2 1- Revenue Generating capacity

A central objective of the tax system is to rais»e revenue to finance government

expenditure For it to be most effective, is to be without frequent changes in tax

rates or introduction of new taxes In this regard, reliance on specific (quantity-

based) taxes, or on tax bases that are shrinking in relation to the rest of the

economy, should be avoided because they will contribute to low tax responsiveness

(or elasticity)

Activity 6 2 2- Efficiency

Taxes influence relative prices in the economy and, therefore, have an impact on

the pattern of production, consumption, and income A desirable tax from the point

of efficienqr is one that minimizes its impact on relative paces, thus leaving the

allocation of recourses essentially undisturbed Too heavy a tax on a particular

commodity will tend to reduce its production and consumption and may, result in a

loss of efficiency if scarce resources diverted from their most productive use In

practice, efficiency is achieved by levying taxes on as broad a tax base as possible

and at fairly low and uniform rates This also implies keeping tax exemptions to a

minimum

Activity 6 2 3 - Equity

Taxes should be levied in a fair and equitable manner The decision on what

distribution of the tax burden is fair and equitable is left to countries, but preferably

through a democratic process A distinction may be drawn between vertical and

honzontal equity The former refers to differentiation of the tax burden according

to ability to pay (measured by income, wealth, or consumption), while the latter

refers to equal treatment of those in similar economic circumstances

7 "Guidelines for Fiscal Adjustment" - Fiscal Affairs Department - IMF pamphlet

series No 49



Activity 6 2 4- Transparency

Tax codes should be clearly drafted, well defined and easily understood by the tax

payer community For private investment, it is especially important to have tax rates

that are both stable and predictable Once tax laws aie established that can generate

revenue growth, it is preferable to minimize the frequency of discretionary

modifications or to these laws A simple, transparent tax system is relatively easy to

administer and promotes compliance

Activity 6 2 5- Reasonability of overall tax burden

Too high a tax burden will undermine the system's effectiveness by encouraging tax

evasion and distorting the structure of relative prices in the economy One measure

of the tax burden is the ratio of tax revenue to the GDP An "acceptable" level of

this ratio will be determined to some extent by public choices concerning the level

of government expenditure or by other factors such as the need to service a large

public debt

Objective No. 7: Risk Assessment and Management

All Customs authonties carry out intensive physical examination of import, export

and transit consignments Tt is generally recognized today that carrying out a

physical examination of all consignments not only cause major congestion at points

of entry and delays to cargo clearance, but also an inefficient and unproductive use

of scarce manpower resources Many administrations have resorted to nsk

management techniques in order to speed up the flow of goods while at the same

time maintaining effective precautions against fraud

7.1 Output 1

Customs authonties should ensure the effective use of scarce manpower resources

by using nsk assessment, profiling, selectivity and targeting techniques to identify

high nsk consignments for physical examination

Strategy and Mechanism

Activity 7 I 1

Selectivity is the key to identifying high nsk cargo, the examination of which is more

likely to yield positive results It is a technique that can be used in a manual
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environment or in a computer processing procedure Customs administrations are

recommended to apply the module

Activity 7 1 2

In introducing the selectivity module, Customs should also work out building their
data pncmg system of commodities, and should continuously update their files in

order to properly apply the correct value

Activity 7 I 3

Application of the Post Importation Control (PIC), whereby declarations are

thoroughly verified and checked after the release of the consignments also helps

Objective No. 8: Customs Valuation

Perhaps the most significant cause for delay and complaint with respect to the
import clearance process, and also the greatest ask of fraud and corruption is

caused by the method of determining Customs value in many countnes which do
not apply the GAIT Valuation Agreement A number of countnes, especially in the

developing world, have been very reluctant to apply the GATT Valuation

Agreement because of the perceived nsk to their Customs revenue

The decision on Customs Valuation agreed under the Uruguay Round makes the

GAIT Valuation Agreement more acceptable to such countries as it provides
certain safeguards concerning proof of the declared value of imported goods

Output 8.1

Customs authonties should simplify procedures for determining Customs value

through the use of the Customs valuation method prescribed in the GATT

Valuation Agreement

Strategy and Mechanism

Activity 8 1 1

Governments should endeavour, where possible and when high Customs tariffs are

developed for national revenue, to broaden their tax base so that Customs tariffs
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may be moderated, since excessively high tariffs encourage evasion through a

variety of fraudulent practices and make enforcement more difficult

Activity 8 I 2

Customs administrations are urged to apply the WTO Agreement on

implementation of the GATT Valuation System — Article VII -

Objective No. 9: Combating Corruption in Customs

In general, corruption means the misuse of office for personal gains Corruption

usually leads to inefficiency, injustice and inequity Corruption tends to be reduced

by the separation of powers, checks and balances, transparency, a good system of

justice, and clearly defined roles, responsibilities, rules and limits Corruption tends

not to thnve where there is a democratic culture, competition, and good systems of

control, and where people (employees and clients) have rights to information and

rights of redress Corruption loves multiple and complex regulations with ample

and uncheckable official discretion So, the metaphorical formula we find useful is

C = M + D - A

Corruption (C) equals monopoly power (M) plus discretion by officials (D) minus

accountability (A) 8

Output 9.1

A strategy against corruption should not begin or end with rulmination about ethics

or the need for a new set of attitudes Instead it should look for ways to reduce

monopoly power, limit and clanfy discretion, and increase transparency, all the

while taking accounts of the costs, both direct and indirect, of these ways

Strategy and Mechanism

Activity 9 1 1

Focus should be on corrupt systems and not only corrupt individuals — le instead of

thinking about corruption in terms of immoral individuals breaking the law, one

should think about systems that are more or less susceptible to various illicit

activities to reform them

8 "Corrupt Cities a practical Guide to Cure and Prevention - P 26" by Robert

Klitgaard, Ronald Maclean and H Lindsey - Institute for Contemporary Studies

(ICS), Oakland, California - World Bank Insitute publications
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Activity 9 I 2

Corruption is a crime of calculation, not of passion People will tend to engage in

corruption when the nsks axe low, penalties mild, and the rewards great This

should be borne in mind all-through the process of diagnosis and prevention

Activity 9 I 3

A clear idea of ends and means in the short, medium and long terms should be

developed, and in the process of preventing the corruption what is called economic

issues, are to be separated from what is called implementation issues In this

context, economic models prove useful in addressing the following questions 9

♦ What are the costs (and the possible benefits) of various forms of

illicit behaviour?

♦ For each kind of area of corruption, what kind of preventive measures

might reduce corruption?

♦ What are the benefits in terms of reduced corruption and perhaps

enhanced efficiency of the preventive measures?

♦ What are the interactions among various anti-corruphon measures,

both positive and negative^

♦ Given the answers to the above, what sequence of measures should

be adopted and at what levels?

Activity 9 I 4 - An Economic Approach to Corruption

To build a strategy for preventing corruption the following steps should be stressed

• Understanding corrupt systems, and this requires analytical tools

• Diagnosing how specific corrupt system works

• Overcoming political and bureaucratic resistance

• Developing a sequenced plan of action to heal corrupt system, build

political momentum, and transform the system into a new set up

Also when thinking of prevention, we should also think of changes in the incentives

facing officials, including increasing penalties, raising the probability of being

caught, and linking pay to performance In addition, we should see to reduce

monopoly, clarify discretion, and enhance accountability In addition to these,

9 "Corrupt Cities"
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introduction of competition, reduction of bureaucratic procedures, and increase of

accountability are essential factors to prevent corruption It is crucial for fighting

corruption to recognize that as temptations nse so do levels of corruption

Activity 9 1 5

In Customs, corruption should be considered in relation to other working-factors

To combat corruption, the following measures should be ensured first that

• the Customs laws and regulations are simplified and made available to

clients,

• the tariff structure is babed on international standards and dispersion of

codes and rates are to the minimum possible,

• the applicable tariffs are minimized,

• pricing files are built and continuously updated — and, where possible

internet connectivity, ICT, and IMIS are used - to enable appropriate

valuation of consignments, and automated systems are introduced to

speed procedures and to facilitate harmonization and standardization

• nsk assessment and selectivity modules are implemented

• transparency and credibility are the basis of work

• percentage in consignments subject to physical examination are reduced to

the maximum possible,

• extensive training is provided to the Customs officers

• workshops on corruption at all levels, and how it hinders growth are

organised, and participatory diagnosis and analytical frameworks are

provided to the participants

Activity 9 I 6

Customs officers should be issued with a Code of Conduct, the implementation of

which should be fully explained to them There should be effective disciplinary

measuies, which should include the possibility of dismissal This issue of "integrity

in Customs" is well defined in (Annex I of this document - "The Arusha

Declaration" adopted on the 7th ofJuly 1993 in the 81st/82nd Council Session)

Tariffs Reform

Beyond providing substantial protection to local import-substituting industries,

import tariff policies are designed to raise public revenue However, evidence shows

that import restrictions frequently create a bias against exports that prevents local

entrepreneurs from capitalizing on export opportunities (Yeats, Amjadi, reincke,

and Ng, 1990) It is observed that high tariffs and non-tanff barriers may
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significantly raise prices for production inputs and greatly diminish potential
exporters' ability to compete in foreign markets

Consequently, many countries have undertaken tanff reforms within the framework
of the SAPs Meteel and Philips (1998) indicate that tariff reforms under structural
admstment programs worldwide typ.cally follows a similar path Fust, tariff
schedules are simplified by reducing the number of rates, eliminating^exemptions,

and assigning rates according to systematic cntena The criteria usually categorize
commote as luxuries, standard commodities, or basic necessities, with rates
applied at progressively lower levels An intermediate step in tanff reform may call
for removing non-tariff barriers and, by way of compensation, raising tariffs,
thereby avoiding a strong import shock to local import-substitute-producing firms
A subsequent step then narrows the range between tanff categones Finally, a

schedule for lowering all rates is adopted

Evidence shows that nearly all Afncan countnes are still in the midst of the tariff
reform process This could be explained by the importance of tariffs tor

governments as revenue generating machinery Indeed the narrow tax-base
revenues in SSA countnes cause an unusually heavy reliance on trade taxes

rOveude 1998) Thus, receipts from import tanffs represent a major source of
government revenues that cannot be dispensed with This is not so only because of
their magnitude (relative to other sources of revenues), but also because mobilizing
fiscal recourses through other means, and in comparable magnitude, is costly, if not
impossible, in the short to medium term Hence, tariff reduction in Sub-Saharan
Afnca have been moderate, and the average un-weighted tanff levels in most

Afncan countnes have remained at almost 20 percent

A duty (or tax) levied upon goods transported from one customs area to another is
either for protective or revenue purposes Tanffs raise the prices of imported
coods thus making them generaUy less competitive within the market of the
importing country The term "tanff often refers to a comprehensive list or
"schedule" of merchandise with the rate of duty to be paid to the government for
importing products listed, whereas the term "duty" applies only to the rate
applicable to an individual tanff term Tanffs are classified either as Ad Valorem
Tanff, or Specific Tanff, or Compound Tanff, or Conventional Tanff, or Double
Colurnn Tanff, or General Tanff, or Most-Favoured-Nabon Treatment Tariff, or
Effective Tanff, or Escalating Tanff, or Peak Tanffs etc, and the rates can be
called Column 1 and Column 2 rates (in the US tanff, column 1 covers rates which
are nearly all "bound" established through trade negotiation, and are substantially

lower than column 2 rates and apply to all countnes which the US grants most-

favoured-nation treatment, while column 2 rates - set by what is known as Smoot-
Hawley Tanff Act of 1930, amended - are of higher rates), Ad Valorem rate,

specific rate, Bound rates, nominal Tanff rate, Protection rate etc
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According to UNCTAD10, tariff peaks refer to rates above 12 percent ad

valorem that can provide substantial effective protections to domestic products up

to 50 percent "A substantial portion of tariff peaks relates to specific tariffs or

combined with ad valorem rates These peaks outside the ad valorem tanff range

exceeds 30 percent Conversion of specific duties to ad valorem could be as high as

30 — 900 percent There is also lack of transparency in specific duties in developed

countries"11

In addition to tanff peaks, developing countries face tariffs escalation, which occurs

when tariff nses with increases in stages of processing of products up to the final

processing stages For instance, as shown under column 4 in the Table below the

2 1 percent tanff on raw material entering developed countnes nses to 5 4 percent

on semi-manufactures and 9 1 percent on finished products Such tanff escalation

discourages developing countnes from further processing their primary

commodities for export through vertical expansion, which would enable them to

get higher value added and enhance diversification of their exports Tanff escalation

in developed countnes is intended to continue protection of their domestic

production using raw matenals from developing countnes

Table Changes in Tanff Escalation on Industrial Products Imported by Developed

Countnes from Developing Countnes

Percent

imports Value

in $ billion

shaie of

each stage

Tanff

Pre UR PostUR Absolute

reduction

All industrial products

Raw matenals

Semi-manufactures

Finished products

36 7

36 7

96 5

22

21

57

21

54

91

08

28

62

13

26

29

All tropical industrial

products

Raw matenals

Semi-manufactures

Finished products

51

43

49

35

30

34

01

63

66

00

34

24

01

29

42

Natural resource-based
.. j, ...

10UNCTAD(TD/B/Com 1/14/Rev 1-dated 28/10/99)

11 "Market Access for Afncan Countnes under WTO" UNECA bnefing Paper

SenesNolOP 10, June 2001
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products

Raw materials

Semi-manufactures

Finished products

14 8

13 3

55

44

40

17

31

35

79

20

20

59

11

15

2

Source Web Site http 11www wto orglbtd, Table 11-5 p 12
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Annex I

Declaration of the World Customs Organisation (Customs

Co-operation Council), Arusha, 1993

THE CUSTOMS CO-OPERATION COUNCIL

NOTING THAT

customs is an essential instrument for the effective management of an

economy and that it performs simultaneously the vital roles of combating

smuggling and facilitating die flow of legitimate trade,

ACKNOWLEDGING THAT

corruption can destroy the efficient functioning of any society and diminish the

ability of the Customs to accomplish its mission,

a corrupt Customs

will not deliver the revenue that is properly due to the State,

will not be effective in the fight against illicit trafficking, and

will obstruct the growth of legitimate international trade and hinder economic

development,

the Customs has no right to public recognition or trust if its staff break the law

habitually

CONSIDERING THAT

orrupQon can be combated effectively only as part of a comprehensive national

effort,

DECLARES THAT

a top pnonty for all Governments should be to ensure that Customs is free of

corruption This requires a firm commitment at the highest political and

administrative levels to establishing and maintaining a high standard of integrity

throughout the civil service and particularly in the Customs

a national Customs integrity programme must take account of the following

key factors
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Customs legislation should be dear and precise Import tariffs should be

moderated where possible The number of rates should be limited

Administrative regulation of trade should be reduced to the absolute

minimum There should be as few exemptions to the standard rules as

possible

Customs procedures should be simple, consistent, and easily accessible,

and should include a procedure for appealing against decisions of the

Customs, with the possibility of recourse to independent adjudication in

the final instance They could be based on the Kyoto Convention and

should be so framed as to reduce to a minimum the inappropriate exercise

of discretion

Automation (including EDI) is a powerful tool against corruption, and its

utilization should have priority

In order to reduce the opportunities for malpractice, Customs managers

should employ such measures as strategic segregation of functions,

rotation of assignments and random allocation of examinations among

Customs officers and, in certain circumstances, regular relocation of staff

Line managers should have prime responsibility for identifying weaknesses

in working methods and in the integrity of their staff, and for taking steps

to rectify such weaknesses

Internal and external auditing are essential, effective internal auditing being

a particularly useful means of ensuring that Customs procedures are

appropriate and are being implemented correctly The internal auditing

arrangements should be complemented by an internal affairs unit that has

the specific task of investigating all cases of suspected malpractice

The management should instill in its officers loyalty and pnde in their

service, an "espnt de corps" and a desire to co-operate in measures to

reduce their exposure to the possibility of corruption

The processes for the recruitment and advancement of Customs officers

should be objective and immune from interference They should include a

means of identifying applicants who have, and are likely to maintain, a

high standard of personal ethics

Customs officers should be issued with a Code of Conduct, the

implications of which should be fully explained to them There should be



effective disciplinary measures, which should include the possibility of

dismissal

10 Customs officers should receive adequate professional training throughout

their careers, which should include coverage of ethics and integnty issues

11 The remuneration received by Customs officers should be sufficient to

afford them a decent standard of living, and may in certain circumstances

include social benefits such as healthcare and housing facilities, and/or

incentive payments (bonuses, rewards, etc )

12 Customs administrations should foster an open and transparent

relationship with Customs brokers and with the relevant sectors of the

business community Liaison committees are useful in this respect
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Annex II

UNITED NATIONS ECONOMIC COMMISSION FOR AFRICA

(UNECA)

PROJECT FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF SUDAN

TITLE

DURATION

GOVERNMENT SEC

IMPLEM AGENCY

ESTM START DATE

GOVERNMENT INPUT

UNECA INPUT

Modernization of the Customs and

Establishment of the "High Commission for

Customs and Ports (HCCP)"

12 Months

Ministry of Finance and Economic

Development

Customs Department and the Sea Ports

Corporation

To be fixed by the Ministry of Finance

To be advised

Technical Assistance

Overview

The overall objective of this project is to reform and modernize the Customs and
Ports structure and procedures in order to improve the revenue collection, facilitate

trade, and strengthen the economy of Sudan through increased efficiency in the

foreign trade environment

Customs, though by definition u, a financial institution, has been transformed to a

police force, operating under the police law, thus, creating an odd situation which

contradicts the Customs goals and objectives, and may even contradict the Customs

law soil in force Needless to say, much of the police task deals with security and

peace keeping governed by orders and instructions, as opposed to the Customs

mandate which requires transparency, openness, objectivity and an "espnt de
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corps" Moreover, Customs ought to seek to accomplish its mission on the basis of

diagnostic analysis, sequenced planning, and collateral implementation of pobcies

and decisions

Port Sudan port, the main port in the Sudan is currently managed by the Sea Ports

Corporation which is a governmental enterprise It owns and runs the warehouses,

controls the flow of goods, perform the operations of loading, off-loading and the

storage process, and provides all facilities within the port boundaries

As has been well diagnosed in an assessment for Latin America and the Caribbean

"The consequences of government ownership and operation of ports can be seen

from a chronic overstaffing, constraints on the construction of facilities, costly work

arrangements, low productivity and charges far in excess of international levels To

accomplish the task of restructuring the ports so that they might better support

national economic growth goals, government should consider a role for the private

sector in the port The trend towards private investment in port services and port

facilities responds to growing recognition that open-ended government involvement

in ports services has led to a mlsallocation of resources, and inflated the cost of

services The restructuring of ports is seen as a means by which governments might

remove themselves from day-to-day commercial decision making, and become

more involved in the formulation and implementation of appropriate laws, policies

and highly technical specialized work "12

In the case of Port Sudan, reform can take the form of renting the warehouses with

all of the distended, inflated store-keeping labour force to the forwarding shipping

lines like Sudan Shipping Line, Baaboud Shipping Lane and the other earners, who,

by contractual obligations are fully responsible for the safety of the goods until

delivered to the importers These arrangements will enable the authority to gain

revenue from renting the warehouses and to reduce cost by getting nd of

unnecessary labour force Also all storage fees could be collected on the Customs

declaration by the Customs staff on behalf of the Sea Ports Authority This will

enable the authority to reallocate or rationalize the bloated labour force

accumulated in Lhis area Besides, other services like handling and stevedoring can

be earned out by the pnvate sector

Sudan Foreign Trade Statistics currently produced at the Statistical Bureau, is

processed by the EUROTRACE computing system which is a software developed

by the European Statistical Office in Luxembourg It is a complementary system to

the Automated System for Customs Data (ASYCUDA) which is used in processing

12 The Restructuring of Public-Sector Enterpnses The Case of Latin Amencan and

Canbbean Poits - United Nations Economic Commission for Latin Amenca and

the Canbbean Publications - No 68
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the Customs declarations Whereas ASYCUDA captures the raw data on

importation and exportation of commodities and makes it available to

EUROTRACE, the second transfers this data to databanks for viewing, tabulation,

analysing, and dissemination Any error on the Customs declaration, unless being

corrected by the statistician through direct logging into the computer system, will be

refiected in the final analysis of the statistics EUROTRACE is an efficient system

for producing foreign trade statistics, nonetheless, the problem now constraining

production of accurate statistics is that, data transferred from Customs on diskettes

or hard copies is always faulty because the Customs concern is mainly revenue and

not statistics (statistics requires units of measurement while revenue is collected on

CIF value basis) To avoid these repercussions, statisticians should have direct

access to the system in the computer whereby they can correct and complete the

missing information

Beside EUROTRACE, Sudan can also utilize other statistical packages such as the

TRade Analysis and INformation System (TRAINS), which is a PC based

information system developed by UNCTAD, the global aim of which is to increase

transparency in international trading conditions, and intended more specifically for

use by policy-makers It is a comprehensive information system, and a powerful

tool, both for trade negotiators, particularly monitoring of integrated processes, as

well as for general research on international trade

Customs. Whya Disciplinary Force andNOTa. Pohce Force.

My judgement on this issue is derived from the fact that, though I tend to believe

that Customs should be a disciplinary force (in uniform and military type ranking

like the German, the British, the Austrian and East Europe Customs) due to the

sensitive task it performs, still it should not be part of the pohce for the following

All over the world, Customs by definition is a financial institution, and its

mandate as a main contributor to the government budget is to generate the

revenue required and to act as a catalyst for the country's economic growth, as

well as fostering an open and transparent relationship with the trading

community in whole and the Customs brokers and clients in particular In

addition, the Customs new role nowadays also includes, inter aha, developing

capacities for trade negotiations by converting the non-tanff barriers into tariff

codes This type of work is to be monitored under full control of the Ministry

of Finance
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The world's Customs of today is viewed to be of high expectations, with

extensive literature on technical, economic, and diversified dimensions, and of

a growing consensus on the "best practice" and desirable features of a

simplified external trading, through improved market access based on reduced

costs and reliable rapid deliveries To achieve this goal, Sudan Customs

administration has to steer their procedures through radical changes in public

concern and global trading They must manage the ever-increasing complexity

and levels of transactions with static or ever-decreasing resources They,

expected as essential instruments of national and international policy, have to

stoke and maintain the right balance between control <uid facilitation by

reforming and modernizing their management methods and operational

procedures This output can not be attained in an atmosphere of pobce

practices entirely contradictory to the environment of transparency,

accountability, and highly technical skills required for Customs work

Drawn on the wide range of modermztion in the Customs world, Sudan

Customs has gone for automation of its procedures in 23 September 1987,

when I, as a Director General for Customs at that time, have welcomed the

UNCTAD team who came to promote the system ASYCUDA

implementation started since then and became operational by mid 1988 on

prologue operating system and version 2 3 of ASYCUDA software, and later

on version 2 5 (other countries developed to UNIX operating system) While

the ASYCUDA system had been continuously developing in series of versions,

amounting to 2 71 in Africa and ASYCUDA ++ (or version 3) in other parts

of the word, Sudan remained stagnant, missing the opportunities of the ever-

increasing facilities in every updated version Regrettably now, and because

UNCTAD announced that by 2002 no technical support will be given to

Version 2, all of the African countries (like Zimbabwe) have started, or, are in

the process of migrating to ASYCUDA ++ For Sudan, which will be left with

an obsolete system, the future will be dark because UNCTAD, like other

international organizations, tends not to do business with military or police

forces This will precipitate a major crises for the Customs Department

Before the policization process Sudan Customs benefited a lot from

opportunities of overseas training in Canada, Japan, England, Finland,

Germany, Austria, USA, IMF, the World Bank and the World Customs

Organisation (WCO) n Now all these courses have stopped because these

countries and international organizations do not do business with military

bodies

According to the military rules any orders or instructions given by a senior

officer will obediently be earned out This spirit contradicts the proper customs

traditions and norms The Customs work is always built on views and opinions
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supported by arguments and proofs so as to reach a consensus and a

conclusion, and even such a decision is sometimes subject to arbitration and

rules by courts of law

• The police system does not take into account academic qualifications as a

yardstick and decisive measures for promotion Seniority (even if it is one day)

is the only factor to push the officers forward (as the case in the Customs
now) This of course, demoralizes the staff and would decrease their efficiency

and lead to decumulation of skills and hinders the motivation among the

officers

Customs. Fnnign Trad? Stattstics.VATand Ports. Why 9 Commission?

• Enable the Government to offer better terms and conditions of employment in

order to attract, retain and motivate suitable staff

• Mow staff to be appointed and promoted solely on the basis of meats, and to

manoeuvre and reallocate staff from department to another especially in the

areas where there is suspicion of corruption, or where mostly needed in a

ration way

• Encourage a more managerial approach and culture free from the restrictions

imposed by the Civil Service rules and procedures

• Improve discipline by having a Code of Conduct and by giving senior

management the power to dismiss -"iff who are inefficient or corrupt without

the need to consult the Civil Service iVsonnel

• Strengllien the quality of management and supervision of staff including more

systematic use of audit, inspection and check and balance

• Ensure that funds aie made available so that staff have the basic tools needed

to do the job (eg stationary, transport, communications equipment)

• Enables the Foreign Trade Statistics staff to be in a better position morally,

financially and socially As well, enables them to have direct access to the
ASYCUDA system whereby they correct the erroneous entries, capture the

standard units of quantities (SUQ) required for producing statistics, fully utilise

the ASYCUDA direct extract facilities to EUROTTtACE, and incidentally split

the 8 characters HS codes which the Customs use for revenue purposes, to

subheadings to generate specific descnption for the commodities (eg in case of

the cotton, whether long or short stable, Gezira or Akala or Nuba, making
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difference in the international pnces - Customs applies a one rate of duty on

the cotton brand as a whole Also the same applies to sesame )

Currently, there is a statistics team in the Customs They extract the raw

from the system and prepare the National file without analysing the figures

Integrating the two teams will save human resources and improve the quality of

statistics produced

With regard to the Value Added Tax (VAT), it is known to be an indirect tax

and defined as "Value Added Tax is a tax applied on the value which is

added to goods and services at each stage in the production and

distribution chain. It is includedm the finalprice the consumerpays for

goods or services.". and all over the world it is collected by Customs because

the majority of commodities subject to the tax are imported or exported goods,

and the tax is collected on the same declaration with the other Customs taxes

(in Ghana Value Added Tax Act of1994. Act No. 486. it is stated, "that

tax shall be charged and payable on the importation ofgoods as if it

were a Customs duty and, unless otherwiseprovidedin this Act, the laws

and regulations apphcable to collection of Customs duties and taxes on

importation of goods shall apply." Also in case of refundable tax on

exported goods it is the Customs which refunds I am of the view that this tax

should have replaced the excise taxes and consequently would have utilised the

excise department utilities all over the country (offices, staff, logistics and

means of transport) Bringing it under the proposed Commission, will facilitate

for it to co-ordinate and integrate with the other Customs staff in performing

its function Also will give it the responsibility of collecting the excise taxes

intact and valid

Section (7)(1) of the Customs Act 1939, amended 1996 and translated into

Arabic 1406 Hign, reads

7(1) The Director may

(a) by order to be published in the Gazette appoint Customs ports,

stations and aerodromes for the import and export of goods by sea or

inland waterway, land or air respectively

(b) (l) appoint boarding stations for the boarding of vessels or

aircraft by officers,

(il) appoint Customs enclosures and examination stations and

fix their limits,

(ill) appoint special places of entry and exit for goods in transit,

the import and export of which is restricted
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(c) (l) define routes for land carnage between the frontiers and the

nearest Customs station,

(u) appoint places on the coast for the landing or shipment of

local product only

Despite the full power of the Director of Customs in defining the harbour's

boundenes, its control, and powers in regard to vessels and power of search, in

1974 when the Sea Ports Corporation Act was established, sections 39, 85, 97, 98,

101, 104, 113 and 192(l)(j)(u) were made not to apply to the harbour area of Port

Sudan

• Sections 11 to 34 of the Customs Act identifies the powers of Customs

officers, and sections 35 to 49 also states the Customs control while 192 (l)(j)

provides for control and entry of persons, and for the prevention of congestion

of goods in any customs enclosure or any quay, and to regulate and control the

placing of goods

• In 1980, during the Ex-president Numein's era the presidential order No

475/80 was issued forming a police force foi the harbour under the

management of the Sea Ports Authority A regulation then, was issued to

regulate the work of this force, and the result was that the dispute between the

Customs and the Ports Authority became uncontrolable to the extent that you

find a police man and a Customs guard standing side by side doing the same

job

• ASYCUDA system has the facility of transferring the manifest data

electronically from ports of loading abroad to the country before the arrival of

the ship As well, the manifest data can be loaded on diskettes and by the time

the ship arrives the diskettes could be delivered to the Customs for keying into

the system This, of course, will facilitate a first-hand clearance of goods

Regrettably, the on-going procedure in the Sea Ports is a cumbersome

procedure and does not allow menus of information technology (IT) to be

introduced, because, the authonty, acting as custodian, does not allow clearance

by the onginal manifest and insists that what is called "out-turn" is to be

issued, though it is a in most cases a true copy of the onginal manifest, with

addition of the number of the warehouse where the goods are to stored (this

number could be added to the onginal manifest) This process of preparing the

"out-rum" usually takes from three to four weeks, a penod during which the

goods become exposed to theft and destruction, and it is worth mentioning

that the authonty does not bear responsibility of any loss or damage (Section

46 of Port Sudan Harbour Act, 1979)
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It is against this background, and to overcome all the disputes, contradiction and
controversial issues between the Customs and the Ports, to properly rationalise and

reaUocate the swollen personnel in the harbour, and to facilitate for combating of
the illicit-trafficking practices, with the objective of controlling the sea shores and
boundaries, and also to improve the environment of work by task speaahsaUon and
information and communication technology introduction, I call^ for the

establishment of the "High Commission for Customs and Ports (HCCP) "

In theory, many of these changes could be achieved within the Civil Service

However,'l am of the view that, in practice, this is unlikely to happen Accordingly,
I believe' there is a need to more formally establish a legally independent
Commission as an accountable body This Commission would have a commissioner

General (Chief Executive) responsible for day-to-day management of the
Commission's operations The Commissioner would be accountable to a

Management Board chaired by the Minister of Finance This Board will be

responsible to, and direcdy working under the overall direction of the Vice
President The relationship of the Commission with the Ministry of Interior would
be on ad hoc basis for military training purposes, and it is to be direcdy with the
minister Equally, all the directors and the staff of the directorates - as restructured
in Annex III -, functioning under the Customs and Sea Ports Acts, will be
accountable to' the Commissioner General The Board would need to be
incorporated on a statutory basis, independent of the Civil Service All benefits and

privileges currendy enjoyed by the Customs staff as police officers or by the Sea
ports staff, which ever is more beneficiary, will apply to the staff of the

Commission

In view of this it is highly recommended that Customs police administration in

Sudan be restructured to incorporate measures of reform and modernization, to be

more transparent, predictable'and effective to secure that the taxpayers pay the
taxes and duties prescribed by the legislation, and to do so in the most efficient way

and in a manner that is, as free as possible, from corruption and political influence,

and as well, possesses certain characteristics that permit the following

Clearly separating the setting of tax policy from its administration

- Ensuring that the laws and regulations are as simple and transparent as

possible

Establishing performance catena for the tax administration, including

revenue targets, service expectations, and the resources required to meet

the established criteria
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Developing a body of professional tax administrators that are well trained

and well paid

Establishing a code of conduct for the staff that clearly spells out

expectations and consequences of non-performance (eg the disciplinary

actions that will be taken in cases of corruption)

Creating an effective internal audit system with responsibility for

determining that the systems and procedures have been followed and

investigating cases of alleged corruption

Providing both the opportunity and atmosphere that encourages taxpayers

to raise issues of interpretation of the tax laws and its administration

through establishing a formal consultative mechanism with tax payers (e g

industrial association ) to address these issues

As a matter of fact it is necessary to say that, in many countries, it has long been

recognized that tax administration should be a highly professional career service,

where all positions are filled solely on the basis of competence, and continuity of

tenure and promotion on the basis of merit are assured Tax administration has

become a complex and specialized field where meat, training and experience,

protected by secure tenure, are essential As economies have become more open,

supported by changes in macroeconomic framework and tax policy, it has been

acknowledged that effective tax administration is an essential component of strong

fiscal policy Apparently, the quality of the protection mechanisms against political

interference which are built into the institutional system are very important One of

the key features present in many countries with effective tax administrations is the

presence of an independent judiciary or magistrates who are authorized by law to

undertake independent reviews of all tax matters, particularly cases of fraud and

corruption

Considering the mechanism to achieve these objectives, empirical studies have

proved that, in contrast with the more traditional, highly centralized governmental

entities, other structures, distinguished by varying degrees of decentralization, are

more appropriate and effective They are genencally described as "decentralised

administrative structures" and they usually enjoy a higher level ofautonomy

In practice, these structures may be constituted as boards, commissions,

agencies, etc Thus, the current Customs administration in Sudan is highly

recommended to remain a disciplinary force {but not hnked to army orpolice) so as to

deal efficiently with fraud and combating smuggling , and to be accountable to

the Vice President (Prime Minister) through a management Board headed

by the Minister ofFinance, and comprises such relevant ministers as those

responsible for Trade, Industry, Transport, Interior, and the Auditor General
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(Ghana is an example) The board should shift the Customs from the currently

solely police-dominated government-owned agency to an autonomous authority

with considerable flexibibty in decision-making The supportive arguments for

transformation of the Customs administration from a police centralized entity to a

Customs and Preventive autonomous forces could be articulated furthermore

elsewhere However, it could be said that the degree of autonomy given to the

revenue departments is one of the key aspects to be dealt with in the context of a

tax administration reform effort In recent years, there has been a trend in

recommending increased autonomy for tax administrations as a way of facilitating

change, especially in developing countries, particularly in Africa (Zambia,

Zimbabwe, Kenya, Uganda, Ethiopia, Tanzania, Malawi etc) Giving more

autonomy to the tax administration is seen as an effective way of addressing chronic

administrative problems believed to be common to those countries low level of

public official salaries, tolerance of low levels of performance and/or

corruption, and an ineffective insatutionahsm, unsatisfactory level of

development ofhuman resources andinadequate resources

Also two other main arguments are presented in the literature to support these

recommendations first, successful tax administrations in developed countries have

traditionally enjoyed significant degrees of independence, second, it has been noted

that in developing countries, so called "autonomous" public sector institutions — in

particular central banks - are known to operate in the context of better professional

efficiency and greater human and material resources effectiveness than Customs

and tax administrations Greater autonomy for Customs administrations is

pursued for quite different reasons in different countries In countries with

less effective administrations, the main objective is to improve the quahty of

resources devoted to revenue administration and to combat corruption,

whereas m countries with more effective administrations the purpose is to

insulate daily operations, as much as possible, from political interference.

Traditionally it has been found that in the UK, (also in Australia, New Zealand,

United States and Canada) although the Treasury has the ultimate direction and

control of the Boaids of Inland Revenue and of the Customs and Excise, and has

statutory nghts to issue instructions, it has no direct role in day-to-day activibes —

the actual administration of taxes - Tn that respect, the members of the Boards

enjoy a considerable degree of independence The boards have a distinct legal

status, as their members are appointed by the Crown and hold positions created by

status, unlike the other UK civil servants This status means that the boards exercise

some powers and functions that in other departments would be exercised by a

minister

In Ghana, the National Revenue Secretariat was set up independent from the civil

service with its own conditions of service and pay, the ability to recruit and dismiss,

and control over its own management policies and organization structure Salaries
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were raised to a par with the private sector Fixed revenue targets were established

and bonuses were paid for the achievement of the targets Operational expenses are

met from the proceeds of the revenue collected The secretariat implemented tough

sanctions for tax evasion and fraud and enforced them rigorously

In the same context, "an interesting trend has been the unification or merging of

previously separate agencies - or departments - into an integrated tax and Customs

administration Since the early 1990s, this took place for instance in Denmark,

Canada, Mexico, Venezuela and Argentina The objectives of these mergers have

been the improvement of services to taxpayers, by reporting to a single government

agency, and better adapting to new trends in international trade, increased

efficiency, by combining common functions such as personnel and administration,

and increased effectiveness, by the establishment of joint audit and investigation

services "M

Role of the High Commission Board and Central

Government

The High Commission Board of Management would be responsible for

Lead, monitor, and control work of the Commission

Provide a capacity for long term planning of die tax system, thereby

minimising the nsk of harried or ad hoc decisions

Provide a capacity for on-going development and restructuring policy in

the ports and customs

13 Pnor to the adoption of this new approach, collection in Ghana had fallen to

about 4 5 percent of GDP, and between 1985 and 1988, after establishment of the

authority, tax and revenues increased from 6 6 percent to 12 3 percent of GDP In

Uganda, the tax to GDP ratio improved following the implementation of the

Revenue Authority (5 percent in 1987-88, 7 percent in 1991, to 9 percent in 1993)

Source the World Bank report No 1307, quoted by Patncio Castro IMF,

December 1997in his paper "New Trends in the Organisation of Customs

Administration "

14 New Trends in the Organisation of Customs Administration (Autonomy of tax

and Customs Administrations Issues and Experiences) by Patncio Castro of the

International Monetary Fund - Fiscal Affairs Department - December 1997
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Provide a policy for basing, co-ordinating and integrating activities and

responsibilities so as to harmonise the tasks, remove contradictions and set

up efficient specialised task forces to undertake responsibilities

Advise Government on policy aspects with regard to Customs and ports

and to implement these policies accordingly

Ensure that sufficient resources are secured to fulfil the responsibilities

While the Board should take the responsibility of monitoring and

managing the Commission, responsibility for taxation and ports affairs

cannot be completely devolved to an organization which is outside the

Civil Service system The Ministry of Finance is therefore, would be

expected to continue to take responsibility for advising ministers on tax

policy in general in light of the overall macroecouomic situation

Specifically, the ministry would be expected to be responsible for all

changes in the level of tax rates and allowances, imposition of new taxes or

restructuring of existing tax systems, taking into account the views,

particularly as regards administrative aspects, of the Commission Board

Government should agree with the Board on some sort of incentive

arrangement whereby once the Board exceeds some specified revenue

target it would be allowed to retain an agreed proportion of the additional

revenue collected either to fund staff bonus and/or to improve facilities

and equipment The policy of providing competitive salaries and other

terms and conditions, however, is to be one of the primary objectives of

establishing the Commission

The management Boaid will be required to make annual reports on the

results they have achieved as well as their stewardship of the public funds

entrusted to them

On recommendation from the Commissioner General make senior

appointments within the Commission and deal with the staff appeals and

promotion

On recommendation from the Minister of Finance, approve and

recommend to the President for final approval the appointment of the

Commissioner General
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Composition of the High Commission Management Board

The Board of Management consists of

The Minister of Finance Chairman

The Minister of Foreign Trade Member

The Minister of Industry and Investment Member

The Minister of Interior Member

The Minister of Transport Member

The Minister without portfolio Member

The 1st Undersecretary to the Ministry

of Finance Member

The Governor of the Central Bank Member

The Auditor General Member

The Commissioner General Member and Executive

Secretary to the Board

Terms and Conditions of Employment of the Board Members

Terms and conditions of appointment of the Board Members should be set by the

Prime Minister on recommendation from the Minister of Finance With the

exception of the Commissioner General, all other Board Members would only be

required to prepare for and attend monthly regular Board meetings, and their

personal emoluments should reflect this relatively limited time commitment It

would be a condition of appointment that the individual Board members are not

allowed to get involved in the day to day operational decisions or to exercise

influence in such decisions

Organisation and Structure of the Commission

(Please refer to Annexes III (1)(2)(3)(4) and (5))

ESTABLISHING THE COMMISSION:

PROCLAMATION NO / 2000

PROCLAMATION FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE

'HIGH COMMISSION FOR CUSTOMS AND PORTS (HCCP)"

WHEREAS, realizing that both the Customs and Ports procedures established in

line with the Customs Act of 1406 Hign currently in force, and the Sea Ports Act of
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1974 currently in force, could not have complied with the growing pattern of trade
and navigation activities, has now necessitated for the establishment of a new and

efficient Commission to combine, develop, and co-ordinate the work of both, and

to serve the prevailing purposes of their objectives,

WHEREAS, the establishment of the Commission with the power to

decide on matters of Customs and ports and equip them with modern facilities is

believed to enhance their efficiency and precision in decision making process,

WHEREAS, the activities of contraband is growing very complicated and

accompanied by the use of illegal force, and the repression of which has now

indispensably called for organizing the Customs and ports in a Commission in such

a way that it be vested with all powers and duties of the regular disciplinary force,

have,

NOW, THEREFORE, in accoidance with Article of the

Constitution of the Democratic Republic of the Sudan, it is hereby proclaimed as

follows

PARTONE

General

1 Short Title

This proclamation may be cited at, "the Establishment of the High

Commission for Customs and Ports (HCCP)" proclamation

No /2000

2 Purpose

Tht purpose of establishing die High Commission for Customs and Ports

is to bring both or the Customs Department established by the Customs

Act cf HOo Higri, and the Sea Ports Corporation established by the Sea

Ports Act of 1974, together under one Commission to facilitate for

managing them by a Commissioner General mandated by a board of

management, so as to develop, modernize, reform, liase and co-ordinate

their functions and activities

3 Mandate and Task Performance

In performing its task the Board of Management, appointed by the

President and chaired by the Minister of Finance will work directly under

the control and directives of the President, and will be mandated to lay

policies, make senior appointments and promotions (except for the

Commissioner General who is be appointed by the President on

recommendation from the Board), and moitttof and control the staff and
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die work through a Commissioner General, who shall be charged with the

general administration of this commission, and shall have full power and

authority at all times to enforce and enact the Customs Act, the Sea Ports

Act and the related laws and regulations

PART TWO

Issuance ofKegulattons

The Board of Management may ls&ue regulations for the implementation

of this Proclamation, and for regulating the work in the Commission as a

whole

Repealed and Inapplicable haws

Any other laws, regulations, directives or practices inconsistent with the

provisions of this Proclamation shall have no effect on matters covered

under the mandate of the Commission, and are thus considered repealed

Date

This Proclamation shall enter into force as of the day of the month

of , 2000

Omer Hassan Ahmed El Bashir

President of the Republic of the Sudan
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Annex III (1)
The Vice President

The Board of Management for

The High Commission for

Customs and Ports

Social Services and Public

Relations Unit

Corruption Combating

Committee

1

The Commissioner General

{state minister status)

1

The Executive office of the

Commissioner General

Inspection and Internal

Auditing Office

Legal Adviser's office

Director for

Planning, IT,

Research,

Stat &

Projects

Appraisal

Director for

Import &

Export Taxes

Administr

ation

Director for

VAT&Excise

Taxes Administra

tion

Director for

Support

Services

Administration

Director for

Enforcemcntlnve

stigation & illicit

trafficking

combat Admin

Director for

Red sea

Customs &

Ports

Administra

tion

Director for

Co-ordinating

Regional

Offices
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The commissioner General

Annex III (2)

Dir For Import and

Export Administration

D D for Containers

Depot

D D for Khartoum

Airport

D D for Regional

Offices Affairs

D D for Tariffs,

Valuations, Concession

& WCO Affairs

Dir For VAT and Excise

Tax Administration

D D for VAT Taxable

Goods

D D for VAT Taxable

Services

D D for Excise Tax

Dir For Support

services Administ

D D for Finance

D D for human

Resources & Manag

D D for Transport,

Equipm & Logistics

D D for personnel

Capac Building &

staff Development

Ass Dir (Dean) for the

"High School for Customs and Marine

Studies"

Dir For enforcement,

Investigation & Illicit

Traffick comb Adm

D D for Enforcement, and

Compliance

D D for Investigations and

Offences

D D for Field operations

D D for documentary check

& fraudulent Practices

Ass Dir For Overseas training

and Capacity building

-I-

Economic, Finance &

Accounts Depart

Laws, Customs Proced

& Marine Studies Dep

Science& Laboratory

Analysis Department

Engineering

Department

Languages & Physical

Education Department
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Annex III (3)

Director for Co-ordinating

Regional Offices Activities

D Director for North & East

Regions

D Director for south and

West Regions

D Director foe Central

Region and Khartoum

The Commissioner

General

Director for Red Sea Customs & Ports

Administration

D Director for North Quays fax

Administration

D Director for South Quays Tax

Administration

D Director for Marine Operations

D Director for Mechanical

Operations

D Director for Support Services

Director for Planning, IT, Research,

Statistics & Projects Appraisal

D Director for Planning, Research &

Projects Appraisal

D Director for Computer Systems,

Information Technology & Statistics
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